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and Asian people in Birmingham.

Throughout his career he has questioned the
significant number in some locked secure hospital
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wards of young black men, many of whom he said

deprivation is associated with mental illness in some

require treatment rather than restraint. He will join us

black communities, and revealed prejudices that

to illustrate this through his memoirs of one case that

affect mental health care in these groups. One of his

led to wide media coverage in the early 1990s.

initiatives was the challenging setting up of a support

Following an investigation led by Herschel Prins,

group for survivors of The New Cross Fire Disaster.

professor of criminology, the subsequent report was
titled "Report of the committee of inquiry into the

He is the co-author of the 1986 landmark paper "Racial

death in Broadmoor Hospital of Orville Blackwood,

and sexual discrimination in the selection of students

and a review of the deaths of two other Afro-

for London medical schools", the impact of which was

Caribbean patients: "big, black and dangerous?" "

acknowledged in a speech by HRH Prince Charles in
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his tribute to the Royal College of Psychiatrists in 2021.
Aggrey will address factors involved in how a young
black man sentenced for a petty crime came to be at
Broadmoor.
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